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Constitution 
The definition of a Constitution as taken from Google in February 2020. “A body of fundamental principles or established precedents according to which a state or another organization is acknowledged to be governed.”

This could be further explained as the highest form of guidance for society, a government, our species or even smaller examples such as small private nation and/or communes.

This project was created as one simple system which forms the foundation of all other elements of society publicly and privately. 

Organizations including businesses, governments, and any other groups with like minded objectives are governed by three Vows:

Love -Transparency – Cooperation
 
For individuals and their immediate family are 3 Protected Rights:
Equity - Privacy – Freedom

A society which has accepted the above constitution would expect public beings to have taken the vows which uphold and protect the people, and once these are established all beings would inherit these three protected rights. 

The Vow of Love – The Vow of Love states that all acts be governed by unconditional love. If an action is governed by greed the act is unwelcomed. Only acts of love are permissible, and love needs to be present from all viewpoints. Common law will have some challenges with this, but in general love is a relatable standardized method of understanding right from wrong.
An example of this is someone may say, “I hit her out of love”. This act does not demonstrate love, and so love needs to be observed from all points of view.
Here is a current observation In sports, for example, the Vow of Love gives room for the love of the game. In the UFC or Hockey, the Vow of Love is paused or altered for the duration of the competition. This is already in practice for both Hockey and the UFC. In the UFC two grown men can hate each other for months leading up to a fight, fighting with all their might in the ring and then as soon as that fight ends, hug and love each other like brothers.


The Vow of Transparency – The Vow of Transparency states that all acts that govern a group, organization or collectives are done visible and are questionable by everyone. Although accessibility to this information is dependent on the communication network in the community, the general idea is to make the information as available as possible. The idea is meant so that the/a Government would have no trade, war, or technology secrets. All prosperity would be shared; any concerns or problems would be shared. No hiding under Secret Deals, “The greater good speech”, Agendas or Military grounds. No sacrifices could be done without full love and consent.
The Vow of Cooperation – The Vow of Cooperation states that all acts need to be accessible for the aid of others. This means no monopolies or credential restrictions. People will be given universal testing for a demonstration of their aptitude where proof of competency is required. This includes the ability to contribute to ideas from afar. 
Furthermore the Vow of Cooperation brings in concepts of reciprocity, the idea of giving with or without the need to receive. We can often see this in modern times most prominently in vendor markets. A vendor may try to entice consumers to buy by offering them a sample of what they have to sell. Someone could walk through a food market and sample enough foods to make themselves full, however the vendors would notice if this individual tried again too soon to do the same thing. Reciprocity provides societies with an opportunity to lift someone back onto their feet and starts the ball rolling in a world of mutually beneficial exchange. Hence it’s inclusion under the Vow of Cooperation. 
Here is an example; someone works for a car manufacture. This individual has a big record on their relation to the manufacturer in the public space and then based on the Vow of Cooperation. Anyone could show up and provide their own value making a further record of them in relation to the manufacture. Personal information would not be relevant or included.
Here is a more specific example, so Jim shows up to the job site on Monday; he reads that they need pipe layers. He says he knows how to do that but has no credentials. (Well actually he does; however, he uses the Right of Privacy to keep his information private.) So, someone would test him and if he could do it, he could do it.  This allows people to do what they can do and also allows for a more equity-based build of a society’s greatest assets. “People”.

Currently in modern society individual people are under-represented in every economy, country, and form of organization. The money world is nothing without people.
Here is another example that builds on the prior. So let’s move forward with Jim and follow him into the afternoon, Jim is working with Tom higher up the chain of command for the project on a one on one basis. They are about to use a crane to lower a-cross joint into place. While the pipe is being lowered, the crane operator Tom tells Jim to stand near the place the cross joint will be laid. During this maneuver the crane operator is drinking a hot coffee with one hand. All of a sudden someone drives up behind the crane and honks the horn as a joke. Tom jumps in fear and spills hot coffee all over his hands and this forces the big pipe right into Jim’s chest. Jim then flies backward and lands in the water below, unconscious. Who is liable? The liability in the end falls to the king and the victim. Tom and the person who honked would be given every opportunity to take responsibility and make amends. Anything beyond them would fall to the upper leadership, the community and Jim. In some cases this would mean a surplus of reparations. In other cases this could mean Jim dies and his family is not properly repaid for the exchange correctly. However, the record of unpaid debts would be extended beyond the range of privacy due to the more fundamental Vow which is Love and Transparency throughout the building project. Love fixes its mistakes; it does not leave them unresolved. An incident like this could be recorded with the building project as well as the town’s records. 

The Right of Equity - The Right of Equity states that anyone and everyone can build themselves material wealth and their wellness through ethical means. This assures people get credit for their work, have an opportunity to garden and develop land and allows all the people of earth opportunity to be of value to themselves and others. In modern times we are seeing massive monopolies of overbearing ownership practices. This right assures opportunity for individuals to climb out from under the feet of their oppressors allowing anyone the chance to be king or queen of their own, as humble as any may find themselves. People would no longer be slaves or numbers to a large entity or organization. 

The Right of Privacy – The right of privacy governs individuals and immediate family relations. Unless a matter is related to a public circumstance, it would not be disclosed. For instance a self-sustained family would potentially have nothing on the public record. 
To further explain the right of privacy protects individuals and their family from the open door policy the Vow of Transparency and Cooperation would govern public domain organisations.  When two people trade in a public space, it’s a public event, when husband and wife trade, it’s a private matter. 
Here is an example of the limitations of the Right of Privacy as it pertains to a public matter.  The limitations for the right of Privacy exist when the actions of those protected under the Right of Privacy are in serious question, for legitimate concern. So let’s say for example Tom 55 and Billy 48 are brothers and they live with their elderly father Greg who is 81. The family lives on the top of the river that flows into town. The town with limited adversity gets complacent and stops filtering the water they take from the stream. Well, one-day people start getting sick from the water. The town says to people to make sure you filter your water, and yet there is still the question of the source of the illness. Well as it turns out Greg has dementia. The town does not know this on record, but requests to look on the land of the three men because it has the river flowing from there. The Brothers have no idea their dad Greg had been going out and using the river as his own personal toilet each day. So on grounds, the society figured out the source was the older gentlemen Greg, but they did precede respectfully in their investigation. If Tom refused it would show up in the public record and then more evidence would be presented to help sway the opinion. In the end, the town could look to do a vote to justify its need for a resolution against the Right of Privacy.

The Right of Freedom – The Right of Freedom allows people to be free from any burdens of others and society. While people are encouraged to be loving and cooperative, the Right of Freedom maintains an individual's opportunity to choose how to relate to the vows and protects you from obligation in times of hardship. The Right of Freedom further allows someone to take matters that relate to themselves and their family into their own hands even at the concern of others. 
To further explain in modern times we are restricted by banks, media, corporations and government. The Right of freedom would add to the Rights of Equity and Privacy by adding more clarity to the fact that borders are not real and forced taxation is theft. The Right of Freedom also protects people to perform acts that affect themselves such as drugs, idleness. etc. Everyone receives a home and food based on the prosperity of society. Society would be loving, transparent, and cooperative. If unforeseen circumstance beyond human control were to occur, the abundance would trickle from its source downstream to those less directly related to the abundance.  
For example let’s say a man Alex plans to jump over a car in a dangerous stunt to raise value and support for his sick child. The Right of Equity says he is taking a personal risk for the wellness of another. Someone could say, “It is unloving to one’s self to do this thing”. The Right of Freedom protects the individual’s right to define the grey. Further inserting something needs to be done for his son and that the father feels he is without choice. The Right of Freedom grants him the final say and determination of self to take personal risks.
To further example right of Freedom protects a drug addict who does not see a problem; the Right of Privacy keeps this questionable act of self love private. But should the concern reach the public, the public can be transparent about their love and concern. Yet still the individual needs to make the change for themselves.
Here is an example; Jill and Carl are 20-year-old drug addicts living in a small town. Neither of them works much if ever and they have a modest home and a modest contemporary lifestyle. Society cannot demand them to work, or demand their home; they are fed under the Right of Love within the abundance of society. But how do they get their drugs? Any organization distributing drugs would be governed by the Vow of Transparency and this is one of the routes society could use to help bring concerns to someone’s potentially destructive lifestyle.  Also of note is that for the drugs received Jill and Carl would need to be exchanging some form of value. They would need to reciprocate the value in some way, shape or form, by working.

Here is another example, let’s say a family sets up with a black market of drugs being created under the Right of Privacy and Freedom, and they then go to these families and give them drugs out of love. So long as the intent was pure, there is a level of vulnerability to these contemporary circumstances. Further, common law would help give rise to the solution to this concern. So let’s go a step further and say the couple overdosed and died. Now the police who are investigators come in and have public jurisdiction to find out what happened. This should link them back to the source of the drugs and allow for public opinion to help decide how the Vow of Love would proceed with correcting the uncorrectable.




The Intention of this project is to create a simple constitution to provide groups and individuals a preview of what an enlightened love-based society may look like. Think of it as a destination or a point of reference to a world of the future more closely aligned with what some call heaven. Whether this is pushed forward in a time of either prosperity or poverty it does not matter. The main point is that many demand better from society, people, and, especially from those who have the material authority. People make this demand because they know humanity can do better and will do better.  
In these modern times we are faced with a war based system of resource-exchange known to us through the means of money and competition. How can this be so apparently war based? In modern society it is more profitable to hurt people than help people; in modern economics it is more profitable to divide than unite. One prominent example of this would be through the medical model of creating customers more often rather than looking for ways to completely and proactively heal them.  This needs to change, and so below is one current system being created to show people how to help society make a 180-degree turn, thereby replacing war and greed with cooperation and love.
Current estimations of world numbers & Outdated references found below.
Desired figures that the loving society would push for

Matters of concern
Quantity of concerning matters
Desired number of concerning matters 
Starvation related deaths
9Mil a year 
0
Human Trafficking estimations
40 Mil 
0
Victims of War most of which were innocent women and children.
50,000 a year 
0
Rapes
100,000 a year 
0
Government debt 
69 trillion
0
Personal debt compared to GDP
50 to 100 percent in most of first world
0
Infant Mortality rate 
Over 20 percent (how and why) 
0
Child workers
200 Million
0 
Global Military Budget
1.8 Trillion
0
People without clean water 
2 billion
0

What does this mean? We as a species have a lot of room to improve our societies and what happens within them. Let’s all do our part to get a better society plan going, so we no longer need to hear of such abundant atrocities. Any references below or numbers above are subject to errors from their corresponding sources; no primary research was done in the construct of this project. One does not need to spend much time researching these matters to understand that we as a species have much room for improvement in our communities both locally and abroad. 
References in order - https://www.mercycorps.org/blog/quick-facts-global-hunger
https://humantraffickinghotline.org/what-human-trafficking/human-trafficking/victims
https://watson.brown.edu/costsofwar/files/cow/imce/papers/2018/Human%20Costs%2C%20Nov%208%202018%20CoW.pdf
http://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/rape-statistics-by-country/
https://tradingeconomics.com/country-list/households-debt-to-gdp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_infant_and_under-five_mortality_rates
https://www.theworldcounts.com/stories/Child-Labor-Facts-and-Statistics
https://www.sipri.org/media/press-release/2019/world-military-expenditure-grows-18-trillion-2018
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/drinking-water

Microgifts

To help create a system of bartering rather than 3rd party currency control is a concept developed by the author Joseph McDonald. This concept known as Microgifts has been used successfully in his business Joe Company Consulting, by allowing individuals the opportunity to find a point of exchange between different items, and services of value. Learn more about how this concept can help remove corruption from trade at the link below.  https://josephmcdonald10.wixsite.com/joecompanyconsulting/single-post/2018/05/15/Micro-Debts
This form of bartering can be qualified through a library or other form of public office, allowing for greater unilateral trading, cooperation and transparency. 

Pure Democracy

This society makes use of a pure democracy as well as an informed democracy through the Loving Societies Vows of Love, Cooperation and Transparency. Instead of electing people into a corruptible system of government, that is often controlled by financial groups. This society puts any voting opportunity directly into the hands of the people who rely on their voice to be heard on any given matter or concern. This society may also look to benefit from a consensus vote depending on the size and complexity of the topic at hand. 

Mirror conflicts 

The most acceptable form of conflict management on an escalating scale is to mirror the offensive element. So, if someone comes at you with a sword, you are with reasonable measure to answer with a sword. This is important to note in the conflicts of different scales. This society would utilse mirroring as a way to de-escalate conflicts, instead of creating or escalating conflicts. Just because someone has a deadly weapon, does not mean you would need to use a deadly weapon to disarm them. Additionally this is the governing element for redemption of an individual who wants to rejoin society, by using this principal, one can do more good than they did harm. Thereby redeeming their good name and standing. 

Someone moves to a town with mostly everyone having taken the vows and wants to have a private business taking a public resource, such as water for example. However, they choose to ignore the community and its vows. So what does the town do? The town takes the information available, and if needed the town could vote to bring the mirror of the vow of transparency. The person wants to disallow cooperation so the town opened up the floor for more people to help and finally once the public support was clear. The person would be presented with an ultimatum to accept the vows or be repositioned from authority on the project. How is this fair? Well said person tried to join a town with vows, and rejected the vows and the consequences of his actions, so the town mirrored the conflict and forced their area, community, beliefs and intellectual resources against him. They did not impose on his rights; he still had freedom, privacy, and equity on his turf, however in a public setting he wished for conflict in a Vowed community. Since he had no room or grounds to operate a business in his purposed manner in an area rejecting competition, his right of equity would backfire on him, allowing him the right to what he brought, as well as what he shouldn’t have brought.   

Here is an example. A group or family has grown intolerant of the love and cooperation after losing their ownership of the old world market. They threaten their community and offer value incentive to anyone who joins their cause; they have weapons and bad intent. This Intel is leaked to a community with 80 percent actively utilsing the vows.  What would the community do with this information? Using direct communication after bringing in the gun club as a back up and lawyers as negotiators? Upon a communication breakdown the adversary is still unwilling to disarm. The group is now offered an ultimatum, under the vow of transparency the vow takers could easily point the hostile group to a place where their beliefs still apply, the group would be disarmed with force utilising tactical grenades. (Non lethal like, flashbangs). Once the group was neutralized from lethal weapons a new set of negotiations could occur. But in the end the best case is divide the old world’s troubles from the new world’s success. 

 
Unused things are free across the board. No waste exists in this society in ideal circumstances. 
Abundance would flow down river from its source, allowing the laws of nature to define one's fortune.  
The abundant are hard-working or efficient, self governed, and those strong in love. Those lower in happiness and prosperity maybe those that do not wish to help themselves or others.
Currently if the bank owns thousands of unused homes today, they would be understood as free in this society, unused land it is free. There still would be methods of restricting and taking power from corrupt and unethical usage, but that would be covered under the constitutional understanding of love, in addition to cooperation and transparency. Thankfully, and because everything falls under the Vow of Love, there is no room for greed, corruption or ill intent. Ownership is based on need, usage and contributions. 

Technological realities = 0 point energy, free energy, three dimensional printing, automation, free clean water, and other marvelous technologies etc.
Spiritual realities = For example, information in regards to reincarnation, the quantifiable fact we exchange measurable energy with everyone we interact with, the body can self-heal greater than most people are aware. We are all better understood as one than many since we are all directly connected to source beyond our current understanding. As stated in the law of One. Etc. The law of one can be found here, https://www.lawofone.info/. As can many spiritual truths be found abundant for one who seeks greater truth.  
It’s also important to point out the need for forgiveness, in light of unconditional love and transparency is a need for people to forgive before they try to move forward with wounded hearts. There is much pain likely to occur between today and when a society like this takes bloom, so everyone needs to do their part to be prepared to be their best selves for them to realize the best possible society. 
Media. Without the current media’s agenda with propaganda for control to its owner’s benefits and beliefs, the media would be more free and transparent about reality with less bias. This in addition to the Vows of Cooperation and Transparency would change the fundamental elements of media. Creating a network of education and empowerment of individuals unlike anything mainstream media has done lately.
 Elements of represented universal truths, plus technology that has been repressed would be made public with supporting evidence of research, information, and implementation. 


 
Taxes paid under zero obligations; therefore taxes would be collected and allocated at the discretion of the investor or tax payer. What would you want your taxes to pay for? That’s what they would pay for. A person does not have kids, so they don’t want to invest in education, no problem. What do you want in return for your contributions to the town’s equity? What this means is that there are no taxes on anything; any funding would be established based on contributions and expectations. No obligations or theft.
For example let’s say there is a town of 20 people and the farmer has control of the most assets and equity in the area, he would then be responsible for contributing some of his surpluses more than others. Since he created and has the surplus.
No Military – There is no need for an army if there is no war or conflict escalating to violence. Militias would exist, if needed and desired based on gun club enthusiasts and the potential for escalating conflicts as identified by transparent public forms. Police do not possess or carry guns during their service, so to have a gun in the public domain means being on a public record.
Here is a definition of Militia, taken from Google in winter 2020. “A military force that is raised from the civil population to supplement a regular army in an emergency.”
To further explain a militia in my viewpoint means an informal collection of people who are ready to serve. Presumably of able body, with or without weapons or intent, this group would stand ready to defend their homes and community if a conflict should arise.

To further explain there is no military, no competition, no war, no ill will or bad intent, just love. We as a species have developed our culture and communication to the point where people can stand in front of tanks and no one has to question who was right or wrong. We have no need for war machines. Violence creates violence. If China, India, or the USA were to attack Canada, it would be as though they were attacking themselves, and if people were given the choice we would likely surrender and then China would even more so be in conflict with its self. We are all One; it’s time our world leaders step up to that understanding. Violence is never a good answer.
Teachers, as with everyone else would work based on donation and exchange.  What this means is that teachers would be in a more direct relation to their students and parents. Testing would be minimized (still standardized when and where possible) and allow for a focus on learning and experiencing rather than programming. This would learn from things taken from a variety of modern teaching systems like those utilsed at Waldorf schools. 

Doctors and or healers would relate to the community more directly, and or much like through a library likes infrastructure. If the doctor is part of a group his practice would be transparent, if he worked from home his practice would be private. Doctors would be cooperating with resources and research in ways unlike ever seen before. This would give a re-awaking to titles such as “healers”. The relations would be direct and administration waste would be gone, integrated with the library or obsolete. No mandatory elements on individuals would exist as stated in the Right of Freedom, this means each person owns the right to their person. Our beings and bodies are not the right of community or governing power. Unless otherwise forfeit by a severe crime. 
Police – No guns. Any matter which involved guns would fall into the gun club/militia. The police would be responsible for protecting truth and the needs of individuals. They would not be engaging in violence, charging people money or arresting individuals except in the rarest of circumstance.

Lawyers – Would be minimized into an informal common law based on the new standardized constitution of Love as the highest Vow. Again like police their role would be to produce and reveal truth. They may also be negotiating circumstances when called upon as mediators and negotiators. 
Firefighters – would work the same as modern times. Some funding from the community would show up, but the rest would leave people self-responsible for their own fire safety solutions, through community planning and individual responsibilities.
Bankers, as well as corrupt 3rd party currencies would be minimized and then eliminated; moving people from these roles into roles more similar to librarians helping to manage and maintain community resources and public record. 
Technology would be optional in infrastructure, private residences and lifestyle. There would be no one size fits all. So, in modern times an organization or government may say, “You have to go online or have this and this”. This society would be far more accepting of people on accommodating grounds. The organizations are in service to the individuals, not the individuals being in service to the ridged guidelines of others.
Prisons would be repurposed. Crimes would be more commonly managed within the community through community service. Any crimes convicted in past society would be revaluated under the Rights of Equity, Freedom and Privacy. 
Severe criminals would be sent to an island or isolated location with no or extremely limited methods of return to vulnerable populated areas. Some communities would allow for capital punishment. For human trafficking, torture, crimes against women, children and war crimes would all be considered reasons for conversations related to capital punishment. These matters would be settled utilising pure democracy, love and transparency. It’s also possible some towns or cities would have the expertise, resources and opportunity to help work with the mentally disturbed, and in these situations or when transportation was possible. This would be a more ideal situation for the severe criminals and mentally disturbed. These individuals would still be expected to be treated with the utmost care and respect. 
A further note to mention is that in modern times we have lots of laws that protect corruption, and emphasis divide, those laws are all gone. For example, in modern times two 14-year-olds could fight on fair terms of their own accord and be charged with assault ruining their opportunities. This society does not see two 14-year-olds fighting on fair terms a crime. This society would discourage the fight under the Vow of Love, but under the Rights of Freedom. The fight does not affect anyone outside of the two people. Unfair fights or fights rejected by one party would be a different matter altogether. Children would still be under some level of jurisdiction of their parents, however less absolutely under the Vow of Love and the rights of Privacy and Freedom. 
Here is an example someone considers dumping toxic waste. They don’t care about the rules or the environment so they hire two more associates. Those two new people are now the highest authority to take responsibility to say this request is wrong and they can’t allow it. Since dumping waste is in no way loving, any person and all that knew about it without speaking up would be found guilty by the Vow of Love. The consequences would be understood and distributed from the viewpoint of the community, focusing on ways the wrongdoer could make amends for their mistakes. This would be even more a crime for the person who led with the original intent. This person would lose power authority in a public capacity and then need to do more good than the harm he would have caused. Maybe this would be done by this person being responsible for providing clean water for X amount of time for example. The other associates would be put to volunteer community improvement projects, as a lesser sentence.

Migration and Borders. The borders would be monitored, and this information would be public information. Who crossed, for what intention, planned destination and anything else they would want to state. This is in line with the Vows of Love, Transparency and Cooperation. In the end borders would be on a per community basis more than a federal or provincial perspective. 
Libraries, are one of the few things modern society is doing a pretty good job with. In some town in addition to books, they rent out tools for gardening, specialized kitchen equipment and of course lots of content beyond books as well. In this society, libraries become a community bank essentially. So a town could have cars, truckers, equipment all within this community bank of rentable and useable assets. Obviously relations, guidelines and such would need to be established on a per community basis. However, without corporate monopolies, the proper use, maintenance and depreciation of items could be optimized. This makes the whole community better off. 
Here is an example, Jim is a big supporter of Community A and after dating a woman in Community B for a long time Jim decides to move to community B. He would be able to move aspects of his public record over to bolster his identity.
Insurance would not be mandatory and would be replaced by communities, rather than individuals. In modern time it is society that puts the strain on the individual which results in irresponsible driving. This society looks to solve the problem by releasing pressures which result in dangerous driving conditions.  
Implementation of a Loving Society on a small scale 
This societies virtues can be taken on by any individual looking to better themselves. By giving individuals the opportunity to hold themselves to higher moral standards and practices, you give greater opportunity for others to do the same and be lifted by your morals. For instance, once someone takes the vows, now they know to respect everyone’s equity, freedom and privacy more completely. Furthermore they also know how to conduct themselves in business more completely. Opportunities for cooperation are sought after, and utilsing other key elements like micro-gifts can raise people into greater relations within their community. 

 Implementation of a Loving Society on a large scale
This societies’ vows or other similar moralities need to be taken in communities allowing these said communities an opportunity at higher consciousness. This process would start by intellectual and moral community leaders, recognizing and implementing upon their understanding of a need for better. If individuals and microcosms (small groups, and families) can find value in this, then over time the idea can be refined and its distribution can be naturally grown. If you, like many others have moved into a stage of understanding that insists upon your need for change and growth, then you maybe one such leader this world needs at this time. Utilsing a pure democracy, as soon as 51% of a population in any given area, community or organisation is on board with these vows. The vows and the cooperative based living could be seen as an evolution of the world of yesterday. 

How to deal with scaling communities
Too many or too few – pure democracy
If a community had too much or too few of something it would be identified with the constitutional Vow of Transparency. This Vow would then allow for the clear direction of need and then the society would be able to allow people further opportunity to proceed with the need.
So let’s say you have a town of 5000 people and all the old waste processer in town needed replacing.
The town meeting would conclude that of the 300 people in the audience and the many more paying attention online or through communication, let’s say 2000 of the 5000 people. They would be told how much of _x Y and Z_ would be needed. The story would go, we have the intelligence and experience for the project, now we need the resources and the people. The people will be easy because those people in need have time, and need, but not the resources. So then we get to the resources, the town either already has equity building from organizations that would contribute or worst case the resources could be established only for one area of town or no areas. However, no make-believe would be required.
If the town had 5000 people and now people are self-cleaning their water. The hard-working and wise would find a way and start sharing their cost-effective solution, sand charcoal, etc and there you go. These people in collaboration with well diggers etc would have the solution asap and no time for waste.
This is a society where your actions and then the word are more valuable than your credit, your past actions and words may give you credit, but credit as it is today would not exist and money would be eliminated over time. To give way with more valuable exchangeable items within the Vows and rights, things that always have value.
Currently money violates all these prescribed laws.
 
In closing
3 vows and 3 rights under two jurisdictions of application
Love – Transparency – Cooperation, Equity – Privacy – Freedom
This is intended to take greed and war and make them a thing of the past by replacing them with Love and Cooperation.
Thank you for your time and considerations, any feedback is much appreciated.
Anyone that wants to chime in or contribute to this project would be welcomed as a blessing, thank you for helping me and my efforts to make the world a better place. 
Thank you to New Heights Inc, The Light-Bearers Association of Canada, Nat Clouston and many more. 
 



